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Writing Assignment 
The Writing Assignment feature is a streamlined, paperless way to develop students’ writing skills.  Teachers can choose from a 
selection of grade-specific writing prompts or create their own writing assignments.  Students can use online graphic organizers to 
plan written responses, then create and submit compositions electronically.  After viewing submitted assignments online, teachers 
will be able to leave comments and grade and/or send the composition back to students for revisions. Note: A student will see 
“Writing Portfolio” as an option on the left side of the screen only once that student has turned in his or her first composition.  If a 
student saves a composition for later, he or she will access the saved composition through the portfolio. 
 

 

 
 

To Create a Writing Assignment: 
1. Click “Class Manager” on the left side of the screen OR click “Writing Assignment” under “My Assignments” on your teacher 

page and skip to step 5. 

2. Click on the Class Page and Assignment icon to the right of the class title.  Note: if you have not yet created a class, please 

see page 5 for instructions. 

3. Click “Add Assignment.” 

4. Click “Create Writing Assignment.” 

5. Select the date assigned and the date due by clicking in the box for each.  Note that this sets your expectation for the 

students, but does not automatically set your assignment to expire at the end of the time period. 

6. Enter an Assignment Title and type instructions or any relevant information in the “Additional Info” box (optional). 

7. Click the class that corresponds to the student(s) you would like to add to the assignment. 
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Tip:  Teachers can access compositions by clicking the View and Grade Assignments icon under “Class Page and 

Assignments.”   If the writing assignment has been deleted, the teacher can log in as the student and click “Writing 
Portfolio” to access the composition.  

8. Check “Select All” or the individual students you want to add to the assignment. 

9. Select a Writing Prompt, Graphic Organizer (optional), and Writing Rubric under “Writing Assignment Options.” 

10. Select “Activated” from the dropdown menu at the bottom of the screen.  To keep it deactivated, select “Deactivated.” 

NOTE: When you keep an assignment deactivated, students are unable to see it.  This can be a great option for teachers 

who want to plan ahead! 

11. Click “Save Assignment.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To Review/Grade a Writing Assignment (Composition): 
1. Click “Class Manager” on the left side of the screen, then click on the Class Page and Assignment icon to the right of the 

class title.   

2. Click the View and Grade Assignments icon to the right of the assignment title.  

3. Click “Grade” next to the submitted composition. Here you will be able to view the submitted assignment online, leave 

comments, and grade and/or return the compositions to students for revisions.   

4. Click “Mark as Completed” when you are finished grading the assignment. 

To Delete a Composition: 
1. Click “Schools Stats” on the left side of the screen. 

2. Choose Assignment Report from the dropdown box by “Report Type.” 
3. Select the Class and Assignment and click “View Report.” 
4. To the right of the student’s name, click the number under the “# Versions” column. 
5. Check off the appropriate composition and click “Remove Checked Records.” 

 

 

 

Students can access 
current and previous 
writing compositions 
by clicking “Writing 

Portfolio” on the left 
side of the page after 

a composition has 
been submitted. 
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